Uniform Closing Dataset Critical Edits Implementation Timeline
August 11, 2020
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae (the GSEs) are implementing a two-year transition to convert certain edits in their Uniform
Closing Dataset (UCD) collection solutions from “warning” to “critical/fatal.” The transition will begin in May 2021 and is
designed to enhance data quality and consistency for single-family loans purchased by the GSEs.

Transition Rollout
The GSEs solicited industry feedback over the past year to develop the two-year timeline. In recognition of the feedback
received and competing priorities for lenders and technology solution providers (TSPs) (e.g., the ULAD/AUS mandate),
the GSEs have developed a phased implementation approach to transition UCD edits from “warning” to “critical/fatal’ to
provide additional time for implementation.

Transition Timeline
The rollout approach consists of the transitioning of edits from “warning” to “critical/fatal” in four phases that closely align
with the various sections of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s Closing Disclosure.
The effective date of each edit transition to “critical/fatal” is identified by phases 1-4 (see Fig. 1). The GSEs will publish the
complete list of edits known to-date for any lenders who wish to implement the required technical changes all at once or
ahead of schedule.
Implementation
Dates
Closing Disclosure
Sections

Phase 1
May 31, 2021

Phase 2
September 30, 2021

Phase 3
March 31, 2022

•

Closing Information

• Loan Terms

• Loan Costs

•

Loan Information

• Projected Payments

• Other Costs

•

Loan Disclosures

• Cash to Close

•

Escrow Account

•

Loan Calculations

• Summaries of
Transactions

• Total Closing
Costs (Borrower
– Paid)

•

GSE Specific

•

GSE Regulation Z

•

Payoffs and
Payments

• Lender Credits

Phase 4
September 30, 2022
• Transaction
Information
• Contacts
• Cash to Close
(Calculations)
• Summaries of
Transaction
(Calculations)

Fig. 1
N O T E : Lenders and TSPs should be aware that while the GSEs have made every effort to produce a complete list of critical

edits and an associated implementation timeline, changes may be required in the future. If additions, deletions, or
modifications are identified, advanced notice will be provided to inform lenders and TSPs of the details and effective date(s) of
any such change.
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Transition Preparation
The GSEs recommend taking the following steps so that lenders and TSPs can ensure they are prepared for the
transition:

▪ Review “warning” messages. Each GSE’s respective UCD collection system currently issues a “warning”
message if the data provided is missing, inconsistent, or incorrect according to the UCD specification. In
preparation for the transition to “critical” edits, lenders should review all feedback messages returned by the
UCD collection systems and resolve any issues, particularly those relating to future “critical” edits.

▪ Test your UCD XML file. Each GSE will provide opportunities for lenders to test their UCD XML files to resolve
potential critical issues prior to the phased releases. Look out for additional information on test environment
availability.

▪ Review the updated UCD Critical Edits Matrix 2.0. The GSEs are publishing updates to the matrix, which
contains the edits and associated datapoints for all phases. Lenders are encouraged to familiarize themselves
with the matrix prior to implementation.

▪ Publish UCD Critical Edits - Implementation Guide. This guide was created to provide guidance on the
transition to these specific edits. Portions of the Closing Disclosure are used throughout the guide to illustrate
data elements identified as “critical” by highlighting those in bold font. Figure 2 (below) includes an example of
the Closing Disclosure that highlights the required data for the first phase.

▪ GSE Specific Feedback Messages. Each GSE will publish a list of feedback messages for phase 1 of the
UCD Critical Edits for their respective UCD collection solutions. Refer to the Freddie Mac UCD page and the
Fannie Mae UCD page for more information.

Fig. 2
NOTE:

No new data has been added to the UCD Delivery Specification v.1.5, nor have elements been
removed.
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Additional Information
Please contact your account representative for assistance or submit your questions to our UCD mailboxes:
UCD@FreddieMac.com or UCD@FannieMae.com.
For more information on UCD, visit the sidebar links for the Freddie Mac UCD page or the Fannie Mae UCD page.
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